Abstract
Introduction
Since the advent of Semantic Web, more and more researches study the problem of ontology alignment [8] [11] [15] . Related work proposes approaches relying on similarity measures based either on terminology, or on the ontology structure, or on the ontology instances, or hybrid techniques. For sake of room, we will not detail them. In our previous work, we had proposed two algorithms for ontology alignment: ASCO1
1 [1] enabled to align RDF ontologies, and relied on calculation of linguistic similarities between entities of both ontologies. ASCO2 [2] enabled to map OWL ontologies by taking into account the local structure of the entities of the ontologies. This paper presents our new algorithm, ASCO3, aimed at finding mappings between entities of two ontologies represented in OWL DL/Lite and relating to the same domain. Its principle is to rely on expressiveness of OWL to deduce similarity between entities of two ontologies. An ontology is considered as a semantic network where the entities are the nodes and are connected by links corresponding to OWL primitives. ASCO3 algorithm searches in the largest common parts of the semantic networks representing two ontologies, and then decides if the entities at the mapped locations in the found parts are similar or not. ASCO3 result is the set of pairs of entities from both ontologies found similar. Figure 1 summarizes the main steps of ASCO3 algorithm. Section 2 will detail some of such steps, in 1 ASCO means "Automatically Searching for the Correspondences between Ontologies". particular the transformation of an OWL ontology into an O-Graph, the building of the association graph of the two ontologies to be aligned, and the algorithm for searching the maximal common clique in this association graph. Section 3 will present some evaluation results and section 4 our conclusions. 
Detailed Description of ASCO3

Transformation of an OWL ontology into an O-Graph
The semantic network corresponding to an ontology is represented internally in ASCO3 algorithm through a labeled, directed and cyclic graph, called O-Graph. The entities of the ontology (classes, relations, instances) are nodes of the graph. Two nodes are linked by a directed arc labeled by an OWL primitive.
Definition 1
(O-Graph) An O-Graph is a quadruple og = (V, E, α, β), where − V is the finite set of vertices (also called nodes) − E ⊆ V × V is the set of arcs − function α : V → L assigns a label to each vertex − function β: E → L assigns a label (type) to each arc. arc(u,v) is a directed arc, starting from node u and ending in node v.
An OWL ontology is a valid RDF document, and the descriptions of the OWL entities can be interpreted by RDF triples [14] . The set P_Entity comprises the 19 OWL properties the range type of which is an entity (class, property and instance). The building of the OGraph relies on the entities described through RDF triples having their predicate belonging to P_Entity.
The O-Graph representing the OWL ontology is generated by Algorithm 1. The input is the set of RDF triples of the ontology. For each triple, if the predicate of the triple belongs to the set P_Entity, two nodes n s and n o corresponding to the subject and to the object of the triple, respectively, will be added into the graph by the procedure Add_Node, if they don't exist yet. An arc from node n s to node n o , with a label corresponding to the predicate of the triple, is also added into the graph. If this predicate is one of the primitives owl:equivalentClass, owl:equivalentProperty or owl:sameAs an inverse arc is created between the object node and the subject node.
Algorithm1
Build_O-Graph(ontology) O-Graph ← initialize the graph For each triple t of ontology If predicate(t) ∈ P_Entity Add_Node(O-Graph, subject(t)) If predicate(t) ∈ { owl:distinctMembers, owl:intersectionOf, owl:unionOf, owl:oneOf } list ← Take_List_Objects(t) left_node ← subject(t) If subject(t) is a named class anonymous_res ← create an anonymous class Add_Node(O-Graph, anonymous_res) Add_Arc(O-Graph, owl:equivalentClass, subject(t), left_node) Add_Arc(O-Graph, owl:equivalentClass, left_node, subject(t)) left_node ← anonymous_res End If 
Maximal Common Subgraph
Finding the largest common parts of the two semantic networks representing both ontologies corresponds to finding the maximal common subgraphs of two O-graphs. The mapped entities of both ontologies are thus deduced from the nodes of the maximal common subgraph.
Definition 2
(Common Subgraph and Maximal Common Subgraph) Let two O-Graphs og1 = (V1, E1, α1, β1) and og2 = (V2, E2, α2, β2). A common subgraph of og1 and og2, called ogc(og1,og2), is a graph og = (V, E, α, β) such that there exists a subgraph isomorphism 2 from og to og1 and a subgraph isomorphism from og to og2. We call og a maximal common subgraph of og1 and og2, called ogcm(og1, og2), if there exists no other common subgraph of og1 and og2 that has more nodes than og.
The NP-complete problem of finding a maximal common subgraph is tackled by two main approaches: backtracking approach [12] and maximal clique detection approach [7] [5] .
A clique is a graph the nodes of which are adjacent two by two (i.e. they are all connected to one another). The first step of algorithms in the second approach consists of building the association graph from the two initial graphs. The nodes of the association graph correspond to pairs of nodes of the initial graphs. The arcs of the association graph connect compatible pairs of nodes. The maximal common subgraph is then obtained by searching the maximal clique in the association graph.
ASCO3 is designed according to the second approach: finding the maximal common subgraph of two O-Graphs representing two ontologies is performed by search of the maximal clique of the association graph of both O-Graphs.
Building of the Association Graph
The objective of the association graph building is to encode the information of compatibility between the nodes of the O-graphs in a single entity: the arc of the association graph. This reduces the computation time needed each time the algorithm will search a pair of nodes to add in the maximal common subgraph.
In the association graph AG, built from O-graphs og1 and og2, a node noted [s1, s2] is the combination of two nodes: s1 from og1, and s2 from og2. An arc is created between two nodes [s1, s2] and [t1, t2] if: (a) the relation between s1 and t1 in og1 and the relation between s2 and t2 in og2 are compatible or (b) neither s1 and t1 are adjacent in og1, nor s2 and t2 are adjacent in og2.
Two nodes s1 of og1 and s2 of og2 are ncompatible if the entities represented by these nodes have the same type: i.e. these entities are two classes (their type is either rdfs:Class, or owl:Class, or owl:DeprecatedClass), or two restrictions (their type is owl:Restriction), or two relations (their type is subtype of rdf:Property), or two instances (their type is a class defined by the user).
Two OWL primitives, p1 and p2, are p-compatible if and only if they are the same primitive or they both belong to {owl:allValuesFrom, owl:someValueFrom} or they both belong to {owl:cardinality, owl:minCardinality, owl:maxCardinality}.
Definition 3
(Association graph) Let two OGraphs og1 = (V1, E1, α1, β1) and og2 = (V2, E2, α2, β2). The association graph of og1 and og2, called ag (og1,og2), is an O-Graph AG = (V, E, α, β) where: − V = {[s1, s2] | s1 ∈ V1, s2 ∈ V2, s1 and s2 are ncompatible}
(s2, t2) ∈ E2, (s1, t1) and (s2, t2) are pcompatible, or (s1, t1) ∉ E1 ∧ (s2, t2) ∉ E2} − function α : V → L assigns a label to each vertex − function β : E → L assigns a label to each arc.
The association graph is created by Algorithm 2 that takes, as input, two O-Graphs built by Algorithm 1. Each pair of two arcs, one from the first O-Graph, the other from the second O-Graph, is processed to build two nodes and an arc of the association graph. If the labels of the arcs (the OWL primitives) are pcompatible and the nodes at both extremities of the arcs are n-compatible respectively, then an arc and two nodes are created in the association graph AG. If the node to add in AG does not exist yet, Add_Node will create a new node; otherwise, it gets the existing node.
ASCO3 also uses « jumps», when the compatibility between nodes s1 and s2 can be extended via OWL semantic links, such as: rdf:type, rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf, owl:equivalentClass, owl:equivalentProperty and owl:sameAs. Such jumps enable to deduce mappings of nodes having direct or indirect links. A « jump » can be limited to a radius of r arcs.
For sake of room, we don't detail Algorithm 2 Build_Association_Graph (og1, og2, r Super , r Sub ), where r Super (resp. r Sub ) is the radius to which the jump is limited in the ancestor (resp. descendant) direction.
Finding the Maximal Clique in the Association Graph
The algorithm Search_Maximal_Clique for finding the maximal clique in the association graph (see Algorithm 3) is inspired of the algorithm proposed in [7] . It works recursively. At each iteration, it tries to add a new vertex to list_vertices, obtained as result of the previous iteration. The list_vertices contains vertices of a clique and also null vertices. It is possible to have several same-sized cliques in the graph. Thus, there may be several cliques having the same maximal size. The output of Algorithm 3 is a set of same-sized maximal cliques, and each clique is a possible solution of mappings between both ontologies. The choice of the best maximal clique relies on linguistic similarity of the two entities in each node of the clique. For example, the linguistic similarity of two classes is calculated using names, labels, and comments of the classes, as detailed in [3] .
The linguistic similarity of two entities in a node of the clique is the weight for this node. The total weight of a clique is then the sum of all the weights of its nodes. So, the best maximal clique among those found by Algorithm 3 is the one having the maximal total weight. The list of mappings between two ontologies is deduced from the best maximal clique by suppressing the null nodes added during the clique search. Each node of the best maximal clique is composed of two nodes of O-Graphs, corresponding to two entities of both ontologies: these entities are then considered as similar.
Evaluation
ASCO3 algorithm was evaluated with the I3CON 3 test campaign ontology pairs having less than 30 classes: Animals, Hotels, Computer Networks and Wine (see Table 1 ). We calculated the following evaluation measures: F = number of mappings found by ASCO3 T = number of correct mappings C = number of correct mappings found by ASCO3 I = number of incorrect mappings found = F -C M = number of correct mappings not found = T -C R = Recall (proportion of correct mappings returned by the algorithm among all the correct ones) = C/T P = Precision (proportion of correct mappings among all those found by the ASCO3) = C/F F-measure = 2*P*R / (P+R) Overall = R*(2 -1/P) The experimentations show that ASCO3 algorithm returns the best result when the ontologies are modeled in an expressive way by using several OWL primitives.
Conclusions
In this article, we presented ASCO3 algorithm allowing us to find corresponding entities between two OWL ontologies, by searching the maximal clique of the association graph built from two O-graphs representing the ontologies.
Some alignment algorithms rely on graph structures: OLA [9] , S-Match [10] , Anchor-PROMPT [13] , Multikat [6] . In comparison with such related work, ASCO3 is the only approach relying on the notion of maximal clique. The approach proposed in [4] exploits graph isomorphism for comparing XML workflows to RDF graphs. 3 
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As further work, we will improve ASCO3 implementation (e.g. by using ASCO1 and ASCO2 results as inputs), and evaluate it on larger ontologies.
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